
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) offers a new

imaging modality that is rapidly gaining prominence in
the medical literature. Initially, the medical community
showed little interest in this technique, despite exhor
tations on its vast potential (1). This changed in the early
1980s, when high-quality images first became accessible.
Subsequently, interest in NMR imaging has increased

rapidly.
This paper will focus primarily on proton NMR

imaging. Unlike a previous paper of this series (2), the
data presented here will concentrate on methods of ob
taming spatial and anatomic information.

As with many other inventions, several groups became
interested in the feasibility of NMR imaging concur
rently. A great impetus for NMR imaging was provided
by Damadian's results (3) showing that normal and
malignant tissue have different relaxation times. He
suggested that NMR would be useful for tumor detec
tion. Shortly thereafter, Lauterbur (4) published two
dimensional NMR images using a reconstruction algo
rithm similar to that used in transmission computerized
tomographic (TCT) reconstruction. Several other
techniques (5â€”8)were developed by many independent
groups, and within 4 yr Damadian was able to produce
an NMR image across a patient's chest (9,10). Over the
next 5 yr, significant improvements in the quality of
NMR images occurred, and it now approaches that at
tamed by TCT.
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Research in investigating the proper use for NMR
imaging (i.e., whether it will replace or supplement other
modalities) is ongoing. At present, other than in the
central nervous system (CNS), the relative utility of
NMR imaging is yet to be determined, although pre
liminary data are encouraging.

Before the development of NMR systems for body
scanning, much effort was expended in investigating
NMR characteristics of excised tissue, particularly in
comparing normal and malignant tissue. In several organ

systems it was shown that by combining T1 and T2 it was
possible to discriminate between normal and malignant
tissue (11â€”16).Discrimination between benign and
malignant disease was demonstrated in several instances
(14-16).

THEORY OF NMR IMAGING

In conventional diagnostic radiology using x-rays, the
data obtained are dependent solely on the attenuation
of the x-ray beam by the substance in its path. Since the
pictures depend on only one parameter, a knowledge of
local anatomy is sufficient for interpretation of the data
obtained. NMR imaging is far more complex in its
physical origins, since the signal depends on multiple
physical parameters.

All NMR studies use two magnetic fields (H@and H1)
as discussed previously (17). Unlike NMR spectroscopy,
which provides chemical information and requires a
highly uniform H0, NMR imaging provides anatomic
information with a less stringent homogeneity require
ment for H0. In NMR imaging, a third magnetic
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fieldâ€”usually in the form of multiple magnetic gradients
along the x, y, and z axesâ€”isrequired. These magnetic
fields will translate NMR signals at different frequencies
into spatial information. In the following discussion, the
z axis will be associated with the longitudinal (cranio
caudal) axis of the body, while the x and y axes will corn
prise the right-to-left and front-to-back directions.

A linear magnetic field gradient can be generated by
opposing two current loops with current flowing in the
opposite directions (Fig. 1). Each current loop will
generate a magnetic field perpendicular to the loop,
which decreases with distance from the loop. The net
field generated by the two equal but oppositely flowing
currents will be a linear field gradient that cancels
completely at a point midway between the coils. There
fore, the net magnetic field at the center will be only H@
(the external magnetic field.

Since Lauterbur's first image in 1973, many tech
niques of obtaining spatial information by NMR have
appeared. They can be divided into those that obtain
images ofsingle points (7,18,19), a line (20,21), a plane
(two-dimensional images) (4,8,22), several planes
concurrently (23), or an entire three-dimensional volume

(24). Point-scanning methods have the disadvantage of
being relatively slow, whereas multiplanar techniques
are relatively rapid since one can obtain data from 5ev
eral planes in the time required to image a single
plane.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMAGINGâ€”PLANE SELECTION

Two techniques commonly used to select a two-di
mensional plane from a three-dimensional object of in
terest include selective irradiation and oscillating gra
dients. Both techniques use a linear magnetic field gra
dient perpendicular to the two-dimensional section to be
imagedâ€”for example, if one wanted to portray a two
dimensional slice across the abdomen, the gradient would
be applied along the length of the body (Fig. 2). They
differ in that one approach uses a static gradient (time

independent) and the other uses a time-varying gra
dient.

The selective-irradiation technique (25) uses a linear
magnetic field gradient that does not vary with time
during the radio frequency (rf) pulse. As stated above,
one can design the field gradients so that at the center
of the gradient there will be no contribution (net mag
netic field = H0), whereas there will be a negative field
contribution on one side ofthe center (net field <I-L@)and
a positive contribution on the other side (Fig. 1). If we
let G@represent the linear field gradient along the axis
z, the net field, H H0 + G@,will therefore increase
linearly along the length of the object. By using a nar
row-frequency rf pulse, specifically designed to excite
nuclei only within a small range of frequencies, one can
select a plane in which the nuclei will be in resonance
(i.e., w = â€œy(H0+ Gm). In all other planes there will be
a slightly different value of H, so the resonance condition
will not be met. The thickness of the slice, @Z,can be
altered by changing the strength of the gradients or the
bandwidth of the rf pulse (Fig. 2). Similarly, the plane
of interest can be moved by changing the frequency of
radiation (a different w will require a different H to be
in resonance, resulting in a different slice), or by elec
tronically shifting the gradient.

A second method of slice selection is the oscillating
field technique (26). This method is similar in that a
magnetic field gradient selects a plane, but with this
technique the gradient is periodically reversed during

excitation (i.e., the gradient is time-dependent). There
is only one plane in which the magnetic field does not
vary with time (i.e., at the center, Fig. 3) and where
signal will be accumulated. In any other plane, the signal
obtained at any time.will be blurred by the oscillating
magnetic field gradient.

The z gradient is utilized in both of the above tech
niques to choose a plane of interest in the subject's body.
The x and y gradients are not used in plane selection, but
are used both separately and in combination to obtain
spatial information within the selected â€œslice.â€•

z Gradient H

H

H0

H0-L@H
oH

FIG. 1. Linear magnetic-field gradient is generatedby 2 current loops (A and B) with current flowing in opposite directions. Each loop
generatesa magnetic field directed along z but directions are opposed.They therefore cancel completely at midpoint (0), leaving only
main He,,field. At position of loop A. field will be minimum (He,, L@H),while ft will be at maximum(He,+ @H)atloop B. There is constant
linear Increase in field (6H)with distance (5z). Spatial information is basedon direct correspondence between H and position (z).
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FIG.2. Lineargradientis imposedalong lengthof the body(zaxis).
Appropriate cross-sectional image is selected by frequency of ra
diation (to),since resonance will be obtainedonly where w and H
(magneticfiOld)satisfyLarmorequation.Thicknessofplane,L@z,
dependson whetherbroad-band(thickslice)or narrow-band(thin
slice) rf pulse is used.Planeselected can be changedby usingdif
ferent frequency of radiation or by moving patient.

Both the x and y gradients can be used separately to
produce gradients along their respective axes. However,
they can also be combined at differing gradient strengths
to form a single unified magnetic gradient at any angle
in the xy plane. This resultant variable-angle gradient
is essential for the projection reconstruction technique

discussed below.

PLANAR IMAGING

Several techniques exist to obtain spatial information
from a two-dimensional (planar) object. A commonly
used method is reconstruction from projections (4),
which will probably be familiar to the reader since it is
the same technique used in TCT reconstruction.

Consider a sample containing two cylinders of water,
viewed from above, as shown in Fig. 4. By exposing the
sample to the appropriate radiofrequency, one can obtain
a free induction decay (FID) that, after Fourier trans
formation, would be a single peak as in Fig. 5. However,
imposing a magnetic gradient along one direction (y) of
the sample would lead to a range of possible resonance
frequencies, w1 (i = A,B,C, etc.), each one satisfying the
Larmor equation (w@= @â€˜yH1;i a,b,c, etc.) at a different
point along the y axis (since H increases linearly along
the y axis).

Hypothetically, one could use an infinitely sharp
spectral frequency, WA,which has a corresponding res
onance field HA to obtain a spectrum (Fig. 4) consisting

Ho@)

Amplitude I@
Frequency@

FIG.-3. Cross-sectIonal(xy)plane is chosen by usingtime-depen
dent z @adient.c@adientsare periodIcally reversed so signal ac
cumulated at any point (except midpoint) wIll be negated when
gradient is reversed.

of.only one peak (at HA where the Larmor equation is
satisfied). Switching to a slightly higher frequency, coB,
(again using a very sharp spectral frequency), which has
a corresponding resonance field, HB, would lead to a
spectrum with a single peak but at a slightly higher
magnetic field, corresponding to a point farther along
the y-axis. The intensity of this peak would be greater
than that of the first peak, since it would intercept a
larger part of the small cylinder. Signal would arise from
a single location along the y-axis, but with no spatial
restriction along x.

Similarly, one could repeat the experiment many
times, successively incrementing the spectral frequency
(while maintaining a narrow bandwidth) and thus ob
taming spectra with peaks corresponding to all the lo
cations of the water. This is shown in Fig. 4B; Fig. 4C
demonstrates the effect of combining all the peaks onto
one plot to obtain a â€œspectrumâ€•for display purposes.
Alternatively, the entire set of experiments could be done
simultaneously with one broader rf pulse that would

encompass all the necessary frequencies. The result of
this would be a spectrum tracing the envelope of the
peaks, or a â€œsmoothedversionâ€•of the numerous spectral
peaks. This would give a partial outline of the two orig
inal circles in the plane (Fig. 4D).

In this experiment, spatial information in one di
mension is defined by the magnetic field (because the
gradient increases linearly across the object). The
magnetic field and the frequency spectra are also linearly
related through the equation co = @yH.The frequency
spectra can therefore be used to make a spatial plot of
the water content of the sample. The spectrum at the
bottom of Fig. 4 represents a one-dimensional projection

RF Pulse
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of the image. This localizes the signal in one dimension;
i.e., along the y-axis, but without defining its location
along the x-axi@.Figure 6 shows that if one takes pro
jections with the magnetic gradient at different angles,
different spectra will appear. This is because the object
has been defined in only one dimension and would appear
differently, viewed from a different angle. By obtaining
multiple spectra or projections with the magnetic gra
dient at various angles, a two-dimensional image can be
constructed in a manner analogous to x-ray TCT (Fig.
6).

A commonly used alternative method of obtaining a
two-dimensional image is called Fourier zeugmatogra
phy (8). The technique requires gradients in both di
mensions of the plane (G@is the gradient in the x direc
tion and G@is the gradient in the y direction). The first
gradient G@is turned on for a short period and after it
is off, G@is applied, an FID is collected, and the signal

is Fourier-transformed. The initial gradient (G@) is a
â€œphase-encodinggradient,â€• whereas G@ is a â€œfre
quency-encodingâ€• gradient.

Phase encoding is generated by the magnetic field

KOUTCHER AND BURT

FIG. 4. A: Linear gradient G is imposed along y direction, with
uniformfield H,,present Sampleconsistsoftwo cylindersof water,
seen in cross section. B: Usingvery sharpradiofrequencypulseco@
(which has correspondingresonance field HA),only single peak is
seenat positioncorrespondingto HA.Usingslightlyhi@er(but very
sharp)frequency, WB,P@8kis seen only at position corresponding
to H5(notlabeled),sincethat isonlypositionat whichresonance
equation is satisfied. Using frequency w@(with corresponding res
onancefield 1%),sigealis seenonlyat H@.Signalstrengthis stronger
becausespatial positioncorrespondingto 1%wouid intercept larger
part of circle. Similarly, for successive rf pulses.Note that at field
correspondingto I@therewouldbe nosignal,sincethere is nowater
there.C: If one plottedall successivepeakson oneaxis,therewould
be series of peaks whose envelope would approximate half of
outlineof cylinders. D: Aftematively, if one usedsingle broaderra
diofrequencypulse, encompassingall of resonantfrequencies(coA
â€”@ WM) one would obtain half of outline of cylinders in single ox

@ periment.

gradient G@,which will generate different magnetic field
strengths at different locations along x. The nuclei cx
posed to the higher magnetic fields will precess faster.
(The precession frequency co is given by the Larmor
equation co= â€œyH.)At higher values of H along x, cowill
also be higher (i.e., the nuclei will precess faster). When
G@is removed, all the nuclei will again precess at the

same frequency but the previous difference in precession
frequencies will be evident by a difference in the phase
angle (see the section on T2 in Ref. 17 for a brief dis
cussion of phase). The second gradient, G@,is used in a
manner similar to the gradients in projection recon
struction, i.e., frequency encoding, as discussed previ
ously. The value of the magnetization at any point in the
plane can be characterized by knowing both the fre
quency and the phase angle.

Many repetitions of the cycle using increasing values
of G@are necessary to obtain a complete data set fully
characterizing the phase angle. The number of different
gradient values required is equal to the number of volume
elements (voxels) desired. The corresponding points of
each of the projections generated by the different G@
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FIG. 5. A: Off-resonance Free Induction
Decay (FID) of benzene (C-13), showing
decaying sine wave of single frequency.
Similar FIDwould be expected from H@O.
B:AfterFouriertransformation,signalis
transformed into spectrum with single fre@isncy

Tieie -p

Free induction Decay (FID)
narrow peak.

gradients undergo a second Fourier transformation to
obtain an image (Fig. 7).

It would be useful at this point to summarize the
foregoing discussion. The imaging techniques discussed
use multiple magnetic gradients. Referring back to Figs.
2 and 3, one can initially choose a plane of imaging by
using a linear gradient along z (either by selective cxci
tation or oscillating gradients). The selective-excitation
technique requires a narrow rf bandwidth (sharp spectral
frequency) to select the plane of interest, whereas the
oscillating-gradient method uses broad band radiation
radio frequency. One can then image the plane selected
by using gradients in the x and y direction (by techniques
such as projection reconstruction or Fourier zeugmato
graphy). These also require a narrow rf pulse (although
not as sharp as the hypothetical single-frequency rf pulse
discussed above).

After using a method of plane selection and then re
constructing the two-dimensional image, a different
plane can be chosen, and so on until a whole series of
planar images are acquired, thereby obtaining three
dimensional data. (With the multiplanar technique,
several planes can be imaged simultaneously.) Alter
natively, one can use a true three-dimensional technique
to image an object. One would then obtain data from the
whole object and then reconstruct pictures of any two
dimensional sections desired. The three-dimensional
techniques are basically extensions of the methods used
in two-dimensional imaging, and since they do not differ
significantly from a conceptual point of view, they will
not be discussed here.

CONTRAST AND PULSE SEQUENCES

One of the key differences between NMR and TCT
imaging is that TCT intensities depend only on tissue
attenuation of the x-ray beam, whereas NMR signal
intensities depend on several parameters. These include
p (proton spin densityâ€”to be discussed below), T1, and
T2. There are a number of pulse sequences that can be

used to accentuate these different parameters, which will
lead to different tissue contrast for identical samples
depending on which parameter is accentuated.

The parameter that is least useful for tissue contrast
is p, the mobile proton spin density. In simplest terms,
this parameter reflects all the protons in the sample
particularly mobile water and fat protonsâ€”that will give
rise to an NMR signal. Protons in the bony matrix are
not freely mobile and do not give an NMR signal.

T1 and T2 are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation
parameters, discussed previously (17). Adjacent organs
may have differing T1 and T2 relaxation times, which
will lead to differences in the intensity of the NMR signal

a

FIG.6. Sample Is â€œviewedâ€•from muftipleangles by varying meg
netic @adientin xy plane. &adient must be varied over at least
180Â°.WIthmultipleâ€œpictwesâ€•takenatdifferentangles,sample
projects differently. Image is reconstructed by mathematical
techniques used in x-ray CT reconstruction. From Ref 27, with
permission.
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FIG. 7. Fourier zeugmatographyrequires use of gradients in both x and y directions. (@adientG@is phase-encoding @â€˜adientand is at
rl@t angles to G@,@â€˜adient.Magnitudeof G,,is raised sequentially from zero In small steps. NMRâ€œspectraâ€•become â€œphasedistortedâ€•
byapplicatiOnof thissecondgradient.CorrespondingpointsfromeachprojectionthenundergosecondFouriertransformationtogenerate
final image. From Ref. 27, with permission.

if a judicious choice of imaging parameters (pulse se
quence and pulse interval) is made. Different T1's and
T2's are the usual causes of image contrast between ad
jacent tissues in NMR.

Before discussing various pulse sequences used in
NMR images, it would be useful to review briefly the
concept of pulse widths and their physical interpretation.
As noted in the first paper of this series, subjecting the
equilibrium magnetization vector M to a radiofrequency

(H1) pulse will rotate M (the magnetization vector) from
the z-axis. The angle through which it is rotated (a)
depends on the@ field strength and the length of time

the radiofrequency is on (i.e., the pulse duration). A 90Â°
pulse rotates M from the z-axis into the xy plane, while
a 180Â°pulse inverts M to the -z direction.

The simplest radiofrequency pulse sequence would be
the repetitive use of a 90Â°pulse with a minimum interval
5 x T1 between pulses (pulse interval). As was men

tioned in the first article in the series, rotating the
magnetization by 90Â° into the xy plane produces a
maximal signal. Waiting a period of 5 X T1 will allow the
magnetization vector to return to equilibrium (i.e., back
to its original position along the z-axis) and the next FID
will be unaffected by the previous pulses, i.e., there will
be no saturation (see Ref. 2 for discussion of saturation).
The image intensity obtained using this type of sequence
will reflect all the mobile protons in the sample, i.e., a
proton spin density map. Unfortunately, this is not par
ticularly useful since the variation of proton spin density
from tissue to tissue (i.e. primarily protons in H20) is
minimal.

A somewhat more effective technique would be to use
a90Â°pulsebuttorepeatitataratefasterthan5XT1,
[saturation recovery (SR) or partial saturation) usually
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at a rate approximating the average T1 (Fig. 8). This
would have the advantage ofcollecting data more rapidly
(since one could repeat the pulse about five times as fast
as before) and more importantly, there would be some
effect of differential saturation between adjacent tissues.
If two adjacent tissues had different T1â€˜s,the tissue with
the shorter T1 would have returned closer to equilibrium,
and therefore, when the pulse was repeated, would give
a stronger signal (Fig. 9). Therefore, tumors that have
longer T1's than normal tissue (3,11â€”16)would be cx
pected to give a lower signal intensity than adjacent
tissue. The effect of different T1â€˜sis also seen with fluid
flow, which is discussed briefly later. The use of this
â€œT1-weightedâ€•sequence using a short pulse interval
(comparable to T1) would lead to image contrast based
on T1 differences.

There is one other pulse sequence, which makes use
of a single repetitive pulse (Fig. 8). The steady-state
free-precession (SSFP) technique consists of a train of
pulses separated by an interval r that is short relative to
T2. (In tissue, T1 is approximately ten times T2.) The
signal intensity is a complicated function of T1/T2. The
image intensity is therefore quite hard to interpret in
terms of individual relaxation parameters.

A pulse sequence that makes use of two pulses of dif
ferent length is the inversion recovery (IR) sequence
shown in Fig. 10. This pulse sequence also yields T1-
weighted information. It consists of an initial 180Â°pulse
that inverts the magnetization into the -z direction. After
an interval r, during which some relaxation of the net
magnetization in the z direction occurs, a second pulse

of 9(JOrotates the magnetization vector into the xy plane,
wherein a signal can be measured. The inversion-re
covery technique yields more T1 contrast than the sat
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FIG. 8. Many different pulse sequences
can be used in NMR imaging. In satura
don-recovery(SR)and inver@on-recovery
(IA)sequences,signalintensitiesareT1-
weighted. In Carr-Ptrcell spin-echo se
quence (C-P), signal is T@weighted.
Steady-state-free-precession sequence
(SSFP)yields imagewhose intensityis
dependent on T1/T2 ratio. From Ref. 27,
with permission.
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uration-recovery method. The image intensity, S, for the
inversion-recovery method is given by:

S@ p (1 â€”2e@/T1)

T2-weighted images can be obtained by the use of a
900:r:18QÂ°â€œspincc!@':!â€• @@@quÃ§(28). M mentioned
in the first paper of this series, the magnetization vector,
M, is actually a sum of the individual spin magnetic
moments. In an inhomogeneous field such as is used for
NMR imaging, the various spins will be exposed to
slightly different magnetic fields, and therefore each spin

I

@ I Â§i@fl@ii@y Â§@1@Iftâ‚¬@i9nofpuI@iftt@V@l(@9!9@@
wiffi @iflsr@nlf@: if @ft@Â§@I@â‚¬t@I9ft@v@ki@fei@@,t@w@will@
@ifl@fgftg@in Â§iqfl@llnt@ft&tV:Il@ Â§@9O@Â§tiOft@,Â§@ffl@l@with

Â§tiorl@J:f1willMvo@ im@R@iW,Â§inâ‚¬@it will@@
@ of @ffoâ‚¬t@ int@rv@I(fl @ft@ to@$ffsr@nt@IÂ§@watl@n

@stwsmi @@â‚¬ontti@tis@,â‚¬@u&n@im@oâ‚¬@nt@t@

will precess at a slightly different frequency, w.
In a spin-echo experiment, one initially applies a 90Â°

pulse rotating the magnetization (M) into the xy plane.
After some time r, the nuclei will no longer all be pre
cessing at the same frequency because of the slight field
inhomogeneities. The effect of this is seen in Fig. 11.The
nuclear-spin moments will have a range of frequencies
instead of all being aligned along y, and will appear to
fan out. Application of a I80Â°pulse rotates each mag
netic moment through the xz plane, and the individual
spins will subsequently come back into phase for an in
stant, yielding a signalâ€”a â€œspinecho.â€•The spins will
subsequently dephase again. One can use a train of 180Â°
pulses, i.e., 90-r-l80-2r-l80-2r-l80, etc. The 180Â°
pulses at times 3'r, 5r, 7r, etc., will cause the spins to
refocus at 47', 6r, 8r, etc., yielding further spin echoes
(29). The images obtained by this 90-r-l80 spin-echo
technique are T2-weighted, since the signal intensity is
@jvenby:

pen/12

Alternatively, an image based on a T@map can be
@pnstructedThis requires using either the inversion
@@coveryor the saturation recovery sequence to obtain
@@peatimages at several values of r (i e obtain multiple
@@ageswith different pulse intervals) By plotting the

signal intensity against r for each point on the image a
Ti for eachpoint isobtainedâ€”ie a TI map Theac

0'

Vohim@@ N@mb@r@ 377
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FIG.10. Behaviorofmagnetizationvector(M)ininversion-recovery(IR)experiment.Misinitiallyalongz-axis.After180Â°H1pulsealong
x-axis, M is inverted to -z axis. After some further time r, M is reducedbecauseof spin-lattice relaxation. M is then rotated into xy plane
by 90Â°pulse, and Its magnitude can then be measured.

curacy of the â€œmapâ€•will depend on many factors, in
cluding spatial resolution (large volumes will have tissue
heterogeneity, each volume element will have a distinct
TI, and ifspatial resolution is poor, one will get an â€œav
eragingâ€•effect), the number of -r values (i.e., the number
of images obtained, which is analogous to the number
of points for a T1 experiment), the effect of motion or
flow in the imaged volume (respiratory, cardiac, or pa
tient movement), H0 and H1 homogeneity, and the ac
curacy of the 90Â°and 180Â°pulse durations.

Similarly, a T2 map can be constructed using multiple
90-r-l 80 pulse sequences or (in reality) by measuring
successive spin echoes [which requires a modification of
the spin-echo experiment developed by Meiboom and
Gill (30)]. The accuracy of both T1 and T2 maps avail
able with the present instrumentation should probably
be interpreted with great caution.

The final factor that will be considered in this dis
cussion on contrast is the effect of fluid flow. Blood flow
has been studied by NMR since 1959 (31), but its effects
on image intensity are complex. Freely flowing fluid
(such as blood in the major vessels) will sometimes ap
pear as an area of relative low signal intensity because

of its elevated T1. As mentioned previously, if the rf pulse
is repeated in an interval shorter than 5 X T1, the phe

nomenon of saturation will lead to decreased signal in
tensity. In T1-weighted images (usually inversion-re
covery or saturation-recovery), samples with longer T1
will have relatively lower signal intensities than those
with shorter T1's (Fig. 9). Blood has a longer T1 than
adjacent tissue. Alternatively, in a T2-weighted sequence,
signal from blood may appear more intense because of
a relatively long T2 (Fig. 12).

Moreover, the effect of flow itself on the image is
complex. Crooks et al. (32) have shown that the intensity
of the NMR signal at different velocities is a complex
function of flow velocity, tissue T1, and pulse-se
quence-timing parameters. Using a single-plane par
tial-saturation pulse sequence, there is signal enhance

ment at low flow rates, whereas at higher flow rates the
signal decreases. The enhanced signal at low flow rates
is caused by the introduction of â€œnewâ€•nonexcited pro
tons into the imaging volume. These protons will not be
saturated, as would stationary protons that have been
exposed to the previous radiofrequency radiation. They
are moving slowly enough, however, so that they can be
â€œexcitedâ€•and their signal measured while within the
volume being imaged. At high flow rates, the nuclei will
leave the volume element before signal measurement
(which requires a small but finite time, depending on the
pulse sequence and pulse intervals). Therefore, at high
flow rates, the NMR signal will be decreased.

By this time the reader will appreciate that the ef
fective use ofan NMR instrument will require more than
a simple knowledge of anatomy, for the options involved
are numerous, they include different pulse sequences,
different parameters that can be measured (p, T1, T2),
the future possibility of imaging other nuclei (Na-23,
F- 19, P-3 1), and the possibility of using surface coils to
obtain high-resolution spectra. The early clinical work
has emphasized the kind of anatomical imaging familiar
to the radiologist, but radiologists may well be advised
to review their biochemistry. Clearly NMR technology
will require the support of people trained in the physical
sciences.

The significance of these multiple options was readily
appreciated by Buonanno et a!. (33). In a very early
study, a patient with an astrocytoma was imaged using
an inversion-recovery (IR) and a saturation-recovery
(SR) sequence (both are T1-weighted). A lesion that was
not seen on TCT scan could be clearly discerned on the
IR image but not on the SR. The appropriate choice of
pulse sequences, pulse intervals, etc., will be crucial if
NMR is to be developed to its full potential.

INSTRUMENTATION

The central component of an NMR imaging system
is the magnet. While the other components [gradient
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FIG. 11. Spin-EchoExperiment.(Adaptedfrom Ref. 47.) A: At equilibrium, magnetization(M) is along z. H1field is applied along x, and
900 p@ is delivered. B: 900 pulse rotates M into xy plane along y axis. C: Various nuclei will be exposed to sli@tly different H, magnetic

fields. Thoseexposedto higher magnetic fields will rotate faster (clockwise) while those exposedto lower fields will move more slowly
(counterclockwise). D: 180Â°pulse is applied along x, inverting nuclear spins by 180Â°from their previous positions (- - ---k) th@ijnJ@@
plane (â€”â€˜).Nuclei will continueto rotate out of phasewith each other. E: Nuclei rephasealong -y axis leadingto observable signal, spin
echo. F: Nuclei dephaseagain. Note that one can apply another 180Â°pulse to get another echo along y (not shown)and this sequence
can be repeated several times and multiple â€œechoâ€•signais observed(29).

system, rf coils, spectrometer (transmitter and receiver),
power amplifier, computer] are equally important, far
more attention has been paid to the magnet. This is be
cause of the wide range of choices among magnets
(permanent, resistive, or superconducting magnets, the
last having the largest field range), each with its own
advantages and disadvantages. For a more complete

discussion of instrumentation, the reader is referred to
two recent reviews (34,35). The present discussion will
be limited to a brief description of the various types of
magnets and their relative advantages.

Initial papers on the subject of imaging and magnetic
field strength suggested that at frequencies higher than
30 MHz (7.5 kG for proton NMR), there would be
problems with rf penetration in the body and energy
dissipation (36). However, recent images suggest that,
as with conventional NMR spectroscopy, higher field
strengths (including magnetic fields >7.5 kG) lead to
higher signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) in images. High-field
images (>30 MHz) fail to demonstrate any of the the
oretical difficulties expected. Comprehensive experi
mental evidence for an optimal maximal field strength
for 1H NMR is lacking.

In conventional NMR spectroscopy, S/N is propor
tional to H07/4. The increase in S/N with higher mag
netic fields may be only linear (37) in imaging studies,
but the added S/N might stilljustify the need for higher
magnetic field strengths. Another advantage to higher

field strengths (noted in the first paper of this series) is
that the separation between peaks due to chemical shifts
increases directly with field strength. While it is pre
mature at present to expect valuable chemical-shift data
from an imaging experiment, recent findings suggest that
it may be useful (38). The availability of higher-field
magnets will be useful, from the perspective of both
sensitivity and resolution ifchemical-shift data are to be
obtained.

a
z
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I-z
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FIG. 12. Signal intensity is plotted as function of pulse interval (r)
for two sampleswith different T2's. If one uses long r there will be
nodifferenceInsignalintensity.If onechoosesshortr, samples
with longerT2will havegoatersignal intensitythanthosewith short
T2.choice of appropriater valuewill yielddifferents@naIintensities
for sampleswithdifferentT2@s.Notethateffectof longT2onsignal
intensityis reverseofeffectof longT1(Fig.9).
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FiG. 13. Four-coil resistive magnet, similar to those used in early imagingexperiments. From Ref. 39, wIth permission.

Permanent magnets. Certain materials have magnetic
properties that will allow construction of large perma
nent magnets (one is familiar with the child's horseshoe
magnet). Their advantages include no energy costs (i.e.,
electricity or cryogenics) to operate the main field, low
initial costs and minimal â€œfringefieldsâ€•caused by lines
offorcefromthemagnetextendingoutsidethemagnet
itself. The latter may affect adjacent structures such as
computers, magnetic tapes, pacemakers, etc., and can
also attract ferromagnetic objects within the room. This
phenomenon is sometimes referred to as â€œthemissile
effect.â€•The disadvantages of permanent magnets in
dude relatively low magnetic fields (3 kG) and excessive
weight.

Resistive magnets. Nearly all of the initial human
images were done with resistive magnets with field
strengths ranging from 400 to â€œ@.â€˜l500 G. (10,000 G
equals 1 tesla, so a 1500 G field is equivalent to 0.15
tesla.) A typical four-coil magnet design is shown in Fig.
13. In this magnet, direct current is passed through wires
or metal tape wound around large rings, generating a
magnetic field. Their field strengths are limited by the
amount of current that can pass through them, which is
determined by the intrinsic electrical resistance of the
metal wire. They require a continuous power supply and
a continuous flow of water for cooling. Their field
strength (<2 kG) has been shown to be quite adequate
for proton imaging, but it is unlikely that this will be
sufficient for use with other nuclei. Their advantages
include relatively low initial cost and easy maintenance.
Their disadvantages include relatively low field
strengths, the need for continuous electrical power (high
electric costs), and magnetic field instabilities.

Superconducting magnets. Superconducting magnets
are similar in principle to resistive magnets in that both
generate magnetic fields by forcing current through an

electrical coil. Superconducting magnets attain higher
magnetic fields because at extremely low temperatures
the intrinsic electrical resistance of the wires is zero, so
that more current can be forced through them. It should
be noted that one cannot drive an infinite current
through superconducting wire, so the magnetic field
strength should not exceed the manufacturer's specifi
cations or the magnet will â€œquenchâ€•(lose field almost
instantaneously). Niobium-titanium alloy is commonly

used for the windings of the magnet, which is immersed
in liquid helium (boiling temperature 4.2Â°K or â€”269Â°
C) to maintain the low temperature required for super
conductivity. Liquid helium is quite expensive, so much
effort is expended to insulate the helium chamber as
much as possible to cut down helium loss.

Care must be taken to ensure an adequate helium level
so as to maintain the magnet at 4.2Â°K when the magnet
is superconducting. If the temperature of a section of the
magnet rises above the temperature of superconductivity,
the magnet may go normal and â€œquench,â€•leading to a
rapid dissipation of a large amount of electrical energy
(due to the large currents in the wire loop) in the form
ofheatwhichcandamagethemagnet.Forthisreason,
a helium level indicator is obviously mandatory.

The advantages of a superconducting magnet include
high field strength, magnetic-field, stability and low
electrical costs. Its disadvantages include the high initial
cost, maintenance costs including cryogenic liquids and
specially trained technicians for handling them, and a
large â€œfringingfield.â€•The latter will necessitate a larger
space requirement. Note also that the price of a super
conducting magnet can vary significantly depending on
its field capabilities (i.e., a 15 kG magnet costs more than
a 3.5 kG magnet).

It should be emphasized that although we have listed
the high-field capability of a superconducting magnet
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as an advantage, there is no evidence to date that the use
ofhigherfieldstrengthsgeneratesanyadditionaldm1-
cally significant data. While it is true that S/N improves
at high H0 and the images are better, there are data to
suggest that differences in relaxation times between
normal and abnormal tissue may be enhanced at lower
field strength (40). Therefore the contrast-to-noise ratio
may improve less rapidly, if at all, through use of higher
magnetic fields.

SIGNAL TO NOISE

As was noted in the previous paper, the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) for an NMR signal depends on coil design,
the magnetogyric ratio (â€œy),sample volume and con
centration, and magnetic field strength. We will briefly
consider the last three. The use of â€œcontrastâ€•agents to
enhance signal will be considered in the final paper of this
series.

It is obvious that a sample with a higher concentration
of nucleigeneratingsignalwillhavea highersignal
to-noise ratio than that ofa less concentrated sample. In
biomedical imaging, unfortunately, this parameter can
be varied only by increasing the â€œslicethickness,â€• with
consequent loss of resolution.

In a manner analogous to NMR spectroscopy, the
larger the sample volume, the stronger the signal, since
there will be more nuclei present. Therefore, in using
two-dimensional imaging techniques, if one selects a
â€œthickâ€•slice (i.e., 2@zis large, Fig. 2), the volume from
which signal would be acquired when imaging the two
dimensional slice will be larger and will contain more
nuclei,yieldinga strongersignal.Alternatively,onecan
usestrongermagneticfieldgradients,whichwillyield
higher anatomic resolution (a thin â€œsliceâ€•)but lower
S/N. The effect of different magnetic field strengths
(H0) has been discussed previously.

POTENTIAL HAZARDS OF NMR IMAGING

One of the most significant advantages of NMR over
TCT is the lack of ionizing radiation (i.e., x-rays). The
possible harmful aspects of NMR involve the large static
field (H0), the radiofrequency field (H1) and rapidly
switching magnetic gradient fields. Studies on both
human and nonhuman cell cultures and bacteria fail to
show any harmful side effects (41â€”43).Also, many re
searchers who have had hours of exposure have failed to
note any ill effects from NMR. While further study is
necessary, there is no evidence at present for any harmful
effects of NMR. A review of the subject has been pub
lished (44).

Some of the potential areas of concern with regard to
side effects involve â€œforeignobjectsâ€•in the body: pace
makers, prostheses, surgical clips, and metal implants,
etc. Preliminary studies investigating the effects of NMR

on these â€œforeignobjectsâ€•have appeared (45).
Davis et al. have studied the heating effects of surgical

clips and prostheses (46). They suggested that surgical
clips did not cause significant heat absorption, although
two hip prosthesesin salinedid manifestsignificant
temperature increases.

New et al. studied a variety of surgical clips. They
found that sufficient torque was exerted on five aneu
rysm clips to suggest that patients will be at risk for clip
dislocation and hemorrhage (45). Clips of 10-14% nickel
were found to be relatively safe. Dental amalgam did not
produce image distortion, but stainless steel in dentures
and braces did.

SUMMARY

The physical basis of proton NMR imaging has been
presented in a qualitative manner. Techniques to select
a two-dimensional plane from a three-dimensional object
werepresented.Theprinciplesbehindsomeofthe two
dimensional imaging techniques were discussed. True
three-dimensional NMR imaging represents an exten
sion of the two-dimensional process. The complexity of
NMR imaging was demonstrated by the several pulse
sequences available, and other variables (pulse intervals
and use of other nuclei) were noted. The advantages and
disadvantages of the various types of magnets (primarily
cost and â€œfringefieldâ€•)were also considered. At present,
NMR biomedical imaging is limited to protons but
eventually other nuclei (F-19, P-31, Na-23) may be
imaged.
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